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Papers of Eugene (John) Heimler

2

Jewish related papers

2/1

General papers

2/1/1

Correspondence with refugee and charitable organisations relating to the
maintenance of refugees; curriculum vitae, in Hungarian, of Peter Osmann,
with translation

1952-66

2/1/2

Correspondence, circulars, invoices, application forms, leaflets, lists of
persons, addresses, paper outlining policy, notes of meeting: mainly West
Central Jewish Community development centre, but some North Western
Reform Synagogue

1975-81

2/1/3

Correspondence with Jewish organisations; correspondence, minutes and
papers relating to the rabbis' support group; papers and costings for a
Jewish mental health centre; typescript paper `Phases in the life of
refusniks'; copies of the title page of a thesis `The child of survivors: a
literature study of the child of survivors compared with Jewish children in
recent and contemporary history' by G.R.Glassman-Simons, University
of Amsterdam

1984-8

2/1/4

Correspondence which includes arrangements for a workshop, a meeting
of the Second Survivors' Gathering and on issues of Jewish mental health;
booking forms for the Sternberg Centre; circulars; extract of an interview
with Heimler to be used in a television series; papers of the Shalvata
steering committee; reports of a visit by Rabbi Jeffrey Newman to Kol
Haheshama; papers of the Jewish Welfare Board and the Jewish Mental
Health Centre; papers of Finchley Reform Synagogue; Sunday magazine
article on the death of Primo Levi

1988-93

2/1/5

Printed material: programme for a festival of new religious arts (1974);
catalogue for the exhibition `Remembering for the future' of art from the
concentration camps (1988); `Voices of the Holocaust' resource pack
(1993)

1974, 1988, 1993

2
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Holocaust papers

2/2/1

Correspondence relating to a survivors' centre, conferences and a meeting
of the Second Survivors' Gathering; notes on the foundation of a
survivors' meeting centre; newspaper cuttings; deed of trust; Survivors'
Centre News; notes by Heimler on counselling survivors; notes on a
survivors and descendants service; typescript `Proposed plan for a
legislative study of the delayed effects of internment in concentration
camps'; minutes of a steering group; conference programme

1988-92

2/2/2

Review of Henry Orenstein's book I shall survive: surviving the
Holocaust; manuscripts of `Surviving survival' and `Ethics and the
Holocaust'; notes for a talk at Leo Baeck College; `Recent impressions on
Hungary'; text of a talk on counselling survivors and their families;
correspondence; programme for a conference on the Holocaust

1990

2/2/3

Journal article on psychological disorders among inmates of concentration
camps and a copy of Journal of the '45 Society

1951, 1977
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Works

3/1

Correspondence and papers: general sequence

3

3/1/1

Correspondence with publishers; royalty statements; publicity papers

1950-76

3/1/2

Correspondence with The Medical Officer; typescript of an article by
Heimler; copy of an article from The Lancet; signed copy of a draft article
by A.R.May

1955-61

3/1/3

Correspondence with publishers and relating to community care for a
publication; publication agreements; typescript papers by Heimler;
extracts from books

1959-80

3/1/4

Correspondence with publishers and journals; royalty statement; booklet
on the Society of Authors and its functions

1961-70

3/1/5

Correspondence with Penguin Books; royalty statements

1963-9

3/1/6

Correspondence with Personnel Management; typescript article for the
journal; copy of Personnel Management; leaflet for a course

1966-7

3/1/7

Correspondence relating to publications and the production of a play;
royalty statements; typescripts; lecture

1976-80

3/1/8

Correspondence with publishers; royalty statements

1976-82

3/1/9

Correspondence with publishers; royalty statements; list of publications
by Heimler

1977-80

3/1/10

Correspondence, some in German, mainly with publishers; royalty
statement

1979-82

3/1/11

Correspondence with Consilium; papers, one on Freud; biographical
notes on Heimler

1982-3

3/1/12

Correspondence with publishers and journal, some in German; royalty
statements; list of publications by Heimler; copyright forms and
statements; typescript of `Message received'

1982-8

3/1/13

Copies of book publisher publicity brochures, including Hentrich of
Berlin; papers; newspaper cutting; Pieædziesiata rocznica powstania w
getcie warsawkim (Warsaw, 1993); The Author (Autumn 1992)

1992-3

3/2

Correspondence relating to articles

3/2/1

Correspondence in response to Heimler's article in the Guardian on the
Hendon experiment; reprint copies of articles

1955-61

3/2/2

Correspondence in response to Heimler's article in the Guardian on the
work of the Heimler Foundation; booklets

1984

3/2/3

Correspondence and applications for seminars arranged in response to
Heimler's article in the Guardian on the work of the Heimler Foundation

1984

3/3

Newspaper cuttings, reviews

3/3/1

Typescript of a review by Heimler of Advocate for the dead by Alex
Weissberg and typescript of `Advocate for the living'

1958

3/3/2

Newspaper cuttings, some in German and Hungarian, relating to poetry,

1947-73
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to Heimler, his work and the social functioning; translation of `Roman
carnival games' by Elis Toaff, Chief Rabbi of Italy; copies of Vortwart,
New Statesman and World Jewry; booklet on Tower Grange, an institution
for preventative care of school girls

3/3/3

Two volumes of newspaper cuttings relating to works by Heimler;
photographs of a book launch party; reprints of articles

1955-69

3/3/4

Newspaper cuttings relating to Heimler and reviews of his books; copy of
an article in New Society relating to Heimler; articles

1962-84

3/3/5

Newspaper cuttings and articles on Heimler, the Hounslow project and the
Heimler scale of social functioning; copies of Pulse International

1970

3/4

Poetry and writings by Heimler

3/4/1

Volumes of poetry, in Hungarian, by Heimler: Örök Hajnal (Budapest,
1939), Vallomás a szóhoz (Budapest, 1943), Napfogyatkozás után
(Budapest, 1946)
Copy of Voices within the ark—the modern Jewish poets Howard
Schwartz and Anthony Rudolf (New York, 1980) which contains English
translations of two poems by Heimler

1939-46
1980

3/4/2

Copies and translations of poems by Heimler

1941-87

3/4/3

Poetry, some in Hungarian, by Heimler; copies of the translation of a play
`Masada'

1941-87

3/4/4 [N/P]

Poetry, in Hungarian; short stories, in Hungarian and English, including
`The man from Soho', `Polgárok akik izgalmat kersesnek' or `The
gentlemen burglars'; play in Hungarian `Jelentes a földröl'

1942-72

3/4/5

Poetry, in Hungarian; outline of a book on modern psychiatry; typescript;
synopsis and first scene of a play `The tunnel'; newspaper cutting, in
Hungarian

1945-59

3/4/6

Poetry, in Hungarian

1947-8

3/4/7

Photocopies of volumes of poetry, in Hungarian, by Heimler: Örök Hajnal
(Budapest, 1939), Vallomás a szóhoz (Budapest, 1943), Napfogyatkozás
után (Budapest, 1946)

1940s

3/4/8

Notebooks with poetry, some in Hungarian, and notes on psychology

1963-5

3/4/9

Notebooks with prose and notes, including `Eastfield hospital', `The road
to the inferno' and `Masada' in Hungarian, and `Eclipse of the sun',
`Cancer' and `The problems of maturity'

c.1952-65, n.d.

3/4/10

Short stories: `Marriage in the brothel', `Superstition', `Pantomime', `Father
Christmas in the kitchen'; typescript paper, in Hungarian, including
sections `Lány a vasfüggöny mögula', `The man outside the wall', `Az
Elnökno' and `Orvos a náci pokolbolä'; synopses of a play `The night of
changes', a series of talks `Fear not your mind' and a novel `Unhappy
generation'; review of a book on Sigmund Freud by Dr Ernest Jones; letter
to the British Broadcasting Corporation with a synopsis of `Diary of an
expectant father'

1953-6, n.d.

3/4/11

Notebooks of poetry, notes and the first four chapters of a work
discussing relationships; manuscript paper in Hungarian

1967-74

3/4/12

Notebook with writings on the Holocaust; typescript of a conversation
between Heimler and Günter König `Human social functioning and the
Holocaust'

1985-90

3/4/13

Manuscript and typescript copies of the first few pages of chapter one of

1988
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a story of Anton Julius
3/4/14

Notebooks with writings and typescript, in Hungarian

n.d.

3/4/15 [C]

Notes on Freud; synopsis of a play `The night of changes' in a record book
of ex-service patients which still contains names and details of the patients

n.d.

3/4/16

Manuscripts and typescripts of works, some in German or Hungarian;
notes on social functioning; bibliographies; outline of a book; synopsis of
a play; notes; short story

n.d.

3/5

Publications, lectures by Heimler: general sequence

3/5/1

Typescripts and offprints of articles by Heimler on mental health: `Mental
health in general practice: an experimental joint approach' by Heimler and
Neville Davis, `Mental health in general practice: an experimental joint
approach—the problem from the practitioner's point of view',
`Environmental aspects of mental illness', `An experiment in the
assessment of social function', 1967; correspondence, mainly with doctors,
relating to the setting up of the experiment

1954-64

3/5/2

Typescripts and offprints of articles by Heimler on mental health:
`Psychiatric social work with National Assistance Board cases', 1955,
`New roads in psychiatric community care', 1958, `A course in human
relations', 1960; contribution to the annual report of the County Medical
Officer of Health, Middlesex, 1960; report on the Hounslow project;
`Experiments in community care: the Hounslow project'—a paper to the
Royal Society of Health, 1966; report of a visit to the Netherlands, 1955;
`Theory and practice of psychiatric social work for the mental health of the
family'; `Assessment of social function', 1967

1955-67

3/5/3

Offprints of articles by Heimler: `Social functioning in the practice of
social work', `Looking behind cold facts', 1963, `Die Entwicklung des
"Sozialen Funktionierens" in der Praxis der Sozialarbeit', `The crisis of
change', 1957; copy of Pulse International with an article `Community
care with a difference' relating to the Hendon experiment; copy of the First
Louis Dighton Memorial Lecture `The significance of work'; typescripts
and offprints of `Emotional significance of work'; typescript of `What is
psychiatric social work ?'

1956-80

3/5/4

Typescripts of articles and lectures by Heimler: `Individual emotional
attitudes and cultural factors', 1957, `The mental health services', 1960,
`Community care of the mentally ill', 1963, `Community psychiatric social
work', `Local authority health services with special reference to mental
health', `The man who found himself', `Psychology and common sense',
`The mentally ill in the community', `The patient in the community', `The
application of the Heimler method to work with the unemployed', `The
emotional significance of meaningful action', 1976, `The human meaning
of work and the impact of redundancy', 1980; typescript lecture notes,
1956, 1959; offprint of an article `Possibilities of treatment out of
psychiatric hospital'; copy of an article from Pulse on the Hounslow
project; correspondence

1956-80

3/5/5

Typescripts of articles by Heimler: `How to be a five finger thinker',
`Effective working methods or the working note of Eynon Smith: a paper
for the Sixty Three Club', `Odd men in'; typescript of a lecture `On
sacrifice'; outline for a book on marital problems; reviews of books by
Heimler; correspondence; City of Liverpool Probation and After-Care
Service introductory paper `The parole and after-care experiment';
typescript pages

1958-76
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Publications by Heimler: alphabetical sequence

3/6/1

`The alien morsel': typescripts

n.d.

3/6/2

`The book of Job': typescripts

n.d.

3/6/3

`Don't fear your mind': typescript

n.d.

3/6/4

`The diary of an expectant father': typescript; notebook with draft, notes,
some in Hungarian, some relating to psychology

n.d.

3/6/5

`Emotional significance of work': drafts; copies

1957-82

3/6/6

`The gift of pain': typescripts; booklet, 1974; photocopies of extracts from
publications on suffering

1974, n.d.

3/6/7

`The gift of unemployment': typescript of outline and draft of the
provisionally named `The potential of unemployment and stagnation';
correspondence; resource material; notes; typescripts; drafts

1983-7

3/6/8

`Heal thyself': typescripts; drafts

1975

3/6/9

The healing echo: correspondence; invoices; newspaper cuttings; reviews;
photocopy of part; television guide concerning a programme with Heimler

1985-91

3/6/10

`Looking behind cold facts': copies of article

1963

3/6/11

`Love without title': typescripts

1968

3/6/12

`Masada': drafts; copies, some in Hungarian; correspondence

1971

3/6/13

Messages—a survivor's letter to a young German: annotated draft;
typescript copies; copies sent to publishers; draft of `Message received' by
Anna Cliptone

1980-90

3/6/14

Night of the mist: correspondence; typescript of `Smoke by day fire by
night': first seven pages of the book; synopsis, statement, treatment,
proposal and screenplay for filming; preliminary agreement; photocopy
of the title page of the United States edition, 1978; extract printed in The
Synagogue Review; typescripts for German edition Bei Nacht und Nebel,
1986; publisher's catalogue containing a description of the book

1958-86

3/6/15

On human social functioning: typescripts

1971

3/6/16

Resistance against tyranny: correspondence, some in German; typescript
foreword; printed copies; reviews; Spanish edition, 1969

1963-9

3/6/17

The Storm (the tragedy of Sinai): printed copies, one a signed limited
edition

1971

3/6/18

`A survivor's letter to a young German': typescript

n.d. [1980s]

3/6/19

Survival in society: Japanese edition; flyers for book

1982

3/6/20

The Trial: typescript copies of short story; manuscript of act one, scene
one of play

1958

3/6/21

Memorial volume for Heimler edited by Brigitte Heimler: correspondence;
contributions; memorial lecture

1991-2

3/7
3/7/1

Publications by others
Copies of The Author, 1982-4; `Nobody waitin'', poetry by David Baxter;
Remember you are a gift by Maureen Byrne (1984); Tree by Richard

1980-4
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Burns (London, 1980); Black light poems in memory of George Seferis by
Richard Burns (Cambridge, 1983); publishers' booklets; Society of
Authors papers
3/7/2

Copies of European Judaism, 1972-83, Living Judaism, 1969-73, The
Jewish Quarterly, 1954; The Synagogue Review, 1959, Ascent: journal of
the Yasodhara Ashram Society, 1976; printed report of activities of the
Institute of Jewish Affairs, 1985-6; Reform Synagogue of Great Britain
Department of Education and Youth information pack on teaching the
Holocaust, 1986; off print of an article on multi-cultural teaching; copy of
a section of a book; The Anglo-Jewish divorce project: papers for the
1983 working conference; Children and family break up in Anglo-Jewry
by Marlene Cohen; Schooling for Israelis and Jews in London by Bebe
Jacobs; printed copy of the West Central Lecture `London and its Jewish
community' by Jack Wolkind; copies of Leo Baeck College booklets;
typescripts of `Communication across cultures—one personal journey'
and `Persecutor and victim'; booklet from a London Museum of Jewish
Life exhibition; copy of The New York times magazine article `The heirs
of the Holocaust'

1959-92

3/7/3

Copies of Resource, 1985-6, Personnel Magazine, 1966, Social Work
Today, 1984, New Window, 1977, Counselling, 1983, Journal of
Professional Practice, 1982, Archiv, 1971-2; Nice work if you can get it
by Guy Dauncey; Turn a new leaf: six essays in work; Sense of direction:
exploring new prospects with unemployed young people; Personal
philosophy from Women's hour; National Institute for Careers Education
and Counselling training and development bulletin; British Association of
Social Workers (BASW ) membership guide; `Community education and
development in Tameside': report of the Community Education Review
Group, 1985; Mentoring: a strategy for learning in a rapidly changing
society by Mia S.Gladstone (1988); off print of an article by Robert
Nisbet; typescript of `Ask a silly question—get a silly answer: community
participation, entry points, and the demystification of planning' by David
Drucker; `Enhancing management opportunities for women: implications
for social work education' by Margaret R.Rodway, 1983; constitutional
papers of the Association of Pastoral Care and Counselling

1966-88
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Psychology/human social functioning
4/1

Correspondence: general sequence

4/1/1

Correspondence relating to courses, to a family discussion bureau and
including correspondence with the National Association of Discharged
Prisoners' Aid Societies concerning experimental enterprises for
employing men from prison; `Speech and drama and training for the
mentally handicapped' report by Miss Mary Lynch for the Mental Health
Department of Middlesex County Council; printed report of the William
Temple College; newsletters; details of courses; report of the Blackfriars
settlement occupational work centre, 1967; notes on mental health
provision; typescript of `The persuaders'; text of a talk to the Royal
Society for the Blind', 1962; `The individual and the group: the anti-social
person and the therapeutic community': a paper for the National
Association of Probation Officers; offprints of `Research in social
psychiatry': the inaugural lecture of Professor G.M.Carstairs and
`Preventing suicide' by F.R.C.Casson; `Heimler's report 1970'; notes on
the Heimler scale of social functioning; typescript of `Philosophy and
social functioning' by Hugo Meynell

1960-73

4/1/2

Correspondence, including some relating to articles and research; list of
names and addresses of contacts to whom papers on human social
functioning were sent; notes for a presentation to general practitioners;
statistics and graphs based on findings from research on the Heimler scale
of social functioning; typescript `A study of para-clinical attitudes among
consultants (an addendum to the report of West Middlesex Hospital upon
the HIC project)' by R.W.Revant and N.F.Coghill; typescript of
`Measuring social functioning in general practice' by William McWilliams;
offprints of `Hospital practice' from The Lancet, `The work of the general
practitioner: an analytical survey of studies of general practice' by
D.S.Lees and M.H.Cooper and `Almoners in general practice' and
`Psychotherapy and the general practitioner' by Max B.Clyne

1960-77

4/1/3

Correspondence relating to the Heimler scale of social functioning; list of
those to whom follow up letters were sent

1964-5

4/1/4

Letter from The Sunday Times; article from Pulse on the Hendon
experiment; typescript paper on the Hounslow experiment and of `The
Heimler scale of social functioning'; offprints of `An experiment in
assessment of social functioning' by Neville Davis and Heimler and `Look
behind the cold facts'; copies of `The emotional significance of work';
syllabus of a course

1964-8

4/1/5

Correspondence relating to the plight of students who fail; confidential
draft of a paper `Students who fail'; typescript details of a case, samples
of casework and draft questions presented to the local authority from
K.E.Nash; newspaper cuttings; bibliographical list

1964-8

4/1/6

Correspondence relating to a visit the United States of America, the
Heimler scale of social functioning, articles and arrangements for
meetings; notes of names and addresses; typescript of `Student project in
community health resources for the poor'

1964-9

4/1/7

Correspondence with colleges relating to courses; details of a certificate
course in social work at the Rupert Stanley College of Further Education,
Belfast

1965-8

4/1/8

Correspondence concerning arrangements for meetings with visitors to
London

1965-8

4/1/9

Correspondence with universities relating to human social functioning;
annual report of the University of Hull; syllabuses; newspaper cuttings;
notes; copies of Heimler's scale of social functioning; transcript of a tape
of lectures; copies of a working paper `An introduction to the concept of

1965-77
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social functioning in the practice of social work'; typescripts of `What is
psychiatric social work ?' and `Assessment of social functioning'; offprint
of `Social functioning in the practice of social work'; copies of Pulse and
Living Judaism: the journal of the Reform Synagogues of Great Britain;
list of names of contact; booklet on the institute of social functioning;
copies of the Heimler scale of social functioning
4/1/10

Correspondence with organisations: Dr Barnado's, Sir Halley Stewart
Trust and the National Bureau for Co-operation in Child Care

1966-7

4/1/11

Correspondence relating to human social functioning and courses; first
report for the special services sub-committee of school psychological
service

1966-8

4/1/12

Correspondence relating to the publication of articles; typescript draft
paper with manuscript annotations on Heimler's work and the Hounslow
project; newspaper cutting

1966-9

4/1/13

Correspondence, including with the National Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC), the British Society for International
Health Education (BSIHE), the Hounslow, Twickenham and District
Society for Mentally Handicapped Children, the Royal Society of Health;
paper on future policy of the British Society for International Health
Education

1966-9

4/1/14

Correspondence with church organisations, including the Notting Hill
Ecumenical Centre; register of those who attended a World Council of
Churches meeting

1966-71

4/1/15

Correspondence relating to human social functioning and courses; reports;
articles; memorandum; newsletters, one in French; newspaper articles;
lecture notes; notes on evaluation of the Heimler scale of social
functioning; circulars; draft questionnaires, in French; certificates;
pamphlets

1966-81

4/1/16

Correspondence, papers, tables relating to human social functioning in
prisons

1967-72

4/1/17

Correspondence relating to experiments on social functioning conducted
by the University of Calgary

1968-70

4/1/18

Correspondence about social functioning and co-operation in research;
annual reports of the centre for studies in social functioning (United States
of America); typescript proposal for after-care and parole research;
abstract from a report on a pilot study `Life events, divorce and sequelae
of divorce' by Manzer John Griswold

1969-71

4/1/19

Correspondence relating to studies on social functioning; leaflets; minutes;
typescript paper `News from the British scene'; typesc ript statement
prepared by Mary J.Freeman at the request of the lecturers' meeting, Mar
1977; working paper on the development of a Canadian centre for social
functioning; reports; booklets; leaflets; budgets; printed bibliography on
research in social functioning

1970-7

4/1/20

Correspondence, some in German, relating to permission to use the
Heimler scale of social functioning; booklet of the Medway centre day
training centre close support unit `treatment within the community'

1970-9

4/1/21

Correspondence about the publication of articles; copies of The Inquirer;
press release; typescript of `Possibilities of treatment out of psychiatric
hospitals' an address by Heimler to the World Health Organisation; article
about Heimler in Alberta Report; offprints of `Le repérage pratique des
sujets santé mentale fragile' from the Journees de l'hopital Henri Rouselle
and `Family human social functioning: an integrative approach to family
practice' by M.R.Rodway; typescript of `The human meaning of work and
the impact of redundancy': a talk by Heimler to Edinburgh University;
typescript of `A brief look at current concepts of depression' by Elspeth

1970-80
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Gurley Highkin

4/1/22

Correspondence relating to Heimler's scale of social functioning; lists of
the names of persons trained in Great Britain and of contacts; `Human
Social Functioning und Bedeutung und Hintergrund von Kreativität' by
Brigitte Reichardt; `An evaluation of the Heimler scale of social function'
by the Social Science Research Unit of the Ministry of Health; `Abstract
from a review of the research on Heimler's human social functioning
approach' by M.R.Rodway; `What is human social functioning (HSF) ?';
Lifescale and workscale newsletter

1973-91

4/1/23

Correspondence relating to research and permission to use Heimler's
scales; text of an interview at Stirling University; `The Heimler scale of
social functioning (HSSF): a comparison of psychiatric patients and
patients taking an annual physical examination' by George M.Burnell and
Mary Ann Norfleet; `The Heimler-Martineau scale of social functioning:
towards an evaluation of its diagnostic potential' by Moira Gralton;
`Drama therapy—addict habilitation and re-entry'; research proposals;
`Heimler scale of social functioning (HSSF): comparison in psychiatric
patients and patients taking multiphasic health examination' by Colin
R.Wright, George M.Burnell and Peter H.Taylor; evaluation form;
schedule of social functioning; statistics; `Pilot test of selected health
indices in a primary care setting' by Ruth M.Barnard, Lois W.Gage and
Samuel Schultz II; copies of The Author, Faith and Freedom: the journal
of progressive religion and Innovations: experimental magazine of the
American Institute of Research; offprints of `The effect of imbalance in life
satisfactions and frustrations upon illness behavior in college students' by
Martin B.Marx, Thomas F.Garrity and Grant W.Somes, `Human social
functioning' by Adolfo Pablo Dorr and `The health script: its relationship
to illness in a college population' by Martin B.Marx, Graham Barnes,
Grant W.Somes and Thomas F.Garrity; page of proofs for Counselling
shop

1974-80

4/1/24

Correspondence mainly relating to a seminar; copy of a Heimler scale of
social functioning, in French

1981

4/1/25

Correspondence relating to research projects; draft copies of the Heimler
scale of social functioning; invoices

1981-2

4/1/26

Correspondence promoting social functioning and the establishment of a
foundation

1981-2

4/1/27

Correspondence relating to research projects; outline of an antenatal
assessment project by Dr John M.English

1982-91

4/1/28

Correspondence, some in German, relating to the Heimler scale of social
functioning and to publishers; copyright form; draft copies of the Heimler
scale; author questionnaires

1982-94

4/1/29

Correspondence relating to social functioning; registration form and work
orientation schedule for a course; list of lecturers; draft copy of the
Heimler scale of social functioning; typescript paper on the human social
functioning and its suggested application

1983-6

4/1/30

Correspondence relating to social functioning and providing references for
employment; curricula vitae; Dympna centre booklet; British Association
of Social Functioning circulars; Manitoba Public Health Association
newsletter; unused Heimler scale copyright form; article from the Today
newspaper

1984-8

4/1/31

Correspondence relating to research projects and to the use of the Heimler
scale of social functioning

1989-93
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Correspondence with individuals

4/2/1

David Bell: correspondence mainly with Bell, but also with Manchester
University Students' Union; papers outlining a course at Bromley College;
paper outlining a three year pilot study; list of persons attending day
courses

1982-6

4/2/2

G.Beltram of the National Assistance Board and J.H.Burrows of
University of London: correspondence relating to training courses

1964

4/2/3

Dr Bennett: copy of a letter concerning work training courses for mental
health staff

6 May 1965

4/2/4

M.Brand, Welfare Division, Nevada: correspondence about a training
project

1967

4/2/5

Dr George M.Burnell, Kaiser Permante Medical Centres: correspondence

1982-7

4/2/6

Leon Charles Fulcher: correspondence; chapter 1 of a dissertation; report
by M.Ainley of work whilst holder of a personal social services fellowship
at the University of Bristol; article from the 1980 annual handbook for
group facilitators

1979-87

4/2/7

Professor Manzer John Griswold, University of Washington, Seattle:
correspondence; course outline; notes; booklet for schedule of recent
experience (SRE) by Dr Thomas H.Holmes and Dr Richard H.Rahe

1969-80

4/2/8

Dr Gerhard Melzer: letter

17 Dec 1969

4/2/9

William McWilliams: correspondence; typescript `rough draft' by
F.Edwards; `Measuring social functioning in general practice' by
McWilliams; offprint of `Probation failure' by McWilliams; `The parole
and after-care experiment': introduction by McWilliams

1966-8

4/2/10

Geoff Myers, Education Department, City of Birmingham:
correspondence relating to unemployment; discussion group papers;
paper on Birmingham Rathbone community support group; National
Elfrida Rathbone Society forms, fact sheets

1982-3

4/2/11

Dr Hans Pfaffenberger: correspondence

1972

4/2/12

Dr Len Richards, University of Newfoundland:
concerning the teaching of human social functioning

4/2/13

B.Ross: correspondence

1982-7

4/2/14

Peter Szente: correspondence

1965-9

4/2/15

L.J.Tierney: copies of a letter relating to social functioning naming
contacts and suggesting reference books

17 Dec 1969

4/2/16

Dr Guy Wigley, Greater London Council: correspondence; notes on
meetings

1965

4/3

correspondence

1973-4

Correspondence arranged by place

4/3/1

Australia and New Zealand: correspondence relating to research and the
use of the Heimler scale of social functioning

1970-5

4/3/2

Belgium, Netherlands and Spain: correspondence; copies of the Heimler
scale of social functioning, mainly in Spanish; curriculum vitae of Heimler;
list of workshops in Belgium; programmes; article in Dutch

1970-92

4/3/3

Bermuda: correspondence, including with the Department of Social

1972-83
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Services; notes; timetables for training programmes

4/3/4

Canada: correspondence; programmes; outlines of courses; first phase
report of a research project; newspaper cutting; typescript paper on the
Heimler scale of social functioning; notes; statement of earnings; journal
article; leaflet

1969-88

4/3/5

Canada, South Africa and Haifa: correspondence

1982-8

4/3/6

Calgary: correspondence; minutes of meetings; notes; papers

1969-83

4/3/7

Edmonton, Centre for Studies in Social Functioning: correspondence;
papers on the foundation of the centre; certificate of incorporation

1970-80

4/3/8

Saskatoon: correspondence; paper on evaluation of the Heimler scale;
newspaper cutting; bank statements; invoices; draft certificate; Saskatoon
Board of Trade annual report, 1982/3; photograph

1982-92

4/3/9

Saskatoon, Regina, Bermuda, Montreal, Seattle and Halifax:
correspondence; invoice; copy of a form, in French, for financial
assistance; list of names and addresses; notes

1979-83

4/3/10

Vancouver: correspondence; list of trainees

1972-80

4/3/11

Germany: correspondence, some in German; forms; articles; booklets

1980-92

4/3/12

Cologne and Dusseldorf: correspondence, some in German

1970-80

4/3/13

Hanover: correspondence, some in German

1971-80

4/3/14

Heidelberg: correspondence, some in German

1971-9

4/3/15

Norway, Netherlands and Australia: correspondence

1967

4/3/16

United States of America: correspondence; proposed training programme;
questionnaires; copies of the Heimler scale of social functioning

1969-86

4/3/17

Arizona, Department of Health: correspondence some relating to a
proposed centre for social functioning; curriculum vitae

1964-74

4/3/18

California: correspondence; Psychiatric social workers validation study by
William B.Webster

1963-81

4/3/19

Colorado: correspondence; claims voucher; work study programme

1964-8

4/3/20

Hawaii, Department of Health State Hospital: correspondence; contract for
Heimler to give workshops; programmes; information paper on the
hospital

1964-6

4/3/21

Kansas City, Missouri: correspondence; invitation to visit; programme

1964

4/3/22

Maryland, Department of Health, Education and Welfare: correspondence

1964-5

4/3/23

New Jersey: correspondence

1964-9

4/3/24

New York: correspondence; booklet; programmes

1964-7

4/3/25

Oregon, State Hospital and Board of Control: correspondence

1964-9

4/3/26

Seattle and Salem: correspondence; minutes of the Board of Directors,
Seattle; associate training contract

1969-79

4/3/27

Seattle and Washington: correspondence; extract of annual report

1964-8

4/3/28

Seattle, Centre for the Study of Social Functioning: attendance record for

n.d.
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a course
4/3/29

Seattle, Rehabilitation Research Institute: correspondence; curricula vitae;
agreement for the use of the Heimler scale of social functioning; copies of
the Heimler scale

1967-9

4/3/30

Utah: correspondence; circular and programme relating to a consultant
visit by Heimler

1964-6

4/4

Correspondence with universities

4/4/1

Birmingham: correspondence; tables, papers for education survey at
Birmingham

1969-70

4/4/2

Calgary, Alberta: correspondence; proposals for courses; course papers;
lists of students; student application forms; course evaluation form; grade
papers; paper setting out the procedures and guidelines for the
administration of the Heimler scale of social functioning by David
W .Maher; folder for a course by Heimler `Application of the concept of
human social functioning (SOWK 731.02)'; reprints of articles for a
seminar on human social functioning; requisition forms; Canadian
employment authorisation form; programme for a visit by Heimler; copies
of the Heimler scale of social functioning; minutes; Canadian clearing
house committee papers; memorandum on the establishment of a centre
for social functioning; newspaper cutting; circulars; folder marked
`Selected readings from Tim Tyler' containing copies of Manas, copies of
articles, bibliography; The University of Calgary calendar, 1972-3

1967-83

4/4/3

Michigan and Manitoba: correspondence

1976-8

4/4/4

Saskatoon: correspondence; questionnaire; course evaluation

1974-7

4/4/5

W ashington, Seattle: correspondence relating to research; article of
incorporation of a centre for social functioning; memorandum; papers;
draft of training seminar; papers on how to administer the scale; a
computer print out of Heimler scale of social functioning study statistics;
papers for a pilot study, 1970

1964-75

4/5

Correspondence with organisations

4/5/1

Advisory Committee of Field W orkers: minutes; notes for a training
course

1961-3

4/5/2

Association of Psychiatric Social Workers: correspondence; papers;
minutes of meetings; draft report of care group; circulars; annual reports;
reports of courses; list of associations; conference proceedings

1956-70

4/5/3

British Acupuncture Association: correspondence concerning Heimler's
attendance at a congress dinner; programme for congress

1985

4/5/4

British Association of Lecturers in Human Social Functioning and British
Association of Social Functioning (BASF): correspondence; minutes of
the executive; paper setting out criteria for work required for a section of
a human social functioning training course; newsletters; papers for
symposium; agendas; membership cards; form; British Association of
Social Functioning tutors course prospectus; registration form; papers on
the organisation

1979-92

4/5/5

British Association of Social Workers: correspondence; list of addresses
overseas; circulars; leaflets; memorandums and articles

1970-8

4/5/6

British Broadcasting Corporation, Reflex Films Ltd and other media
companies: correspondence relating to programmes on mental health;

1958-70
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contract between Heimler and Reflex Films Ltd; notes and provisional
script for a film; scripts for broadcasts; newspaper article; papers

4/5/7

British Red Cross Society: correspondence

1959-61

4/5/8

Health Visitors Association: correspondence; list of courses

1965-8

4/5/9

Howard League for Penal Reform: correspondence

1968-9

4/5/10

London Council of Social Service: correspondence; minutes
committees; research paper; list of advisors and organisations

4/5/11

Middlesex County Council: annual reports of the County Medical Officer
for Health

1957-64

4/5/12

Ministry of Social
correspondence

1966-8

4/5/13

National Assistance Board: correspondence; papers on the Hendon
experiment; typescript of `Idleness as a criminal offence' by
A.H.Lomnicki; information papers on courses; outline of course;
summary of training course; leaflet on Brady House; notes on cases; paper
and report on medical work at the Camberwell Reception Centre

1956-66

4/5/14

National Association for Mental Health: correspondence; programmes and
syllabuses for courses; lists

1960-4

4/5/15

National Council of Social Service, London: correspondence, draft
questionnaire

1964

4/5/16

National Funeral Directors Association, United States of America:
correspondence

1980-1

4/5/17

National Institute for Social Work Training: correspondence

1967-9

4/5/18

Neurotics nomine: correspondence; circulars; booklet

1960-1

4/5/19

`Relaxation for living': correspondence; newsletters; accounts; minutes;
leaflets

1978-84

4/5/20

Royal College of Psychiatrists: correspondence; minutes of branch
meeting; programme and form for annual general meeting

1983-91

4/5/21

Royal Medico-Psychological Association: correspondence; circulars; list
of publications; yearbook (1969)

1967, 1969

4/5/22

Tavistock Institute of Human Relations: correspondence; papers relating
to research to validate the Heimler scale of social functioning; proposal for
the Hounslow project; minutes; list of newspapers; notes of meetings of
the Family Discussion Bureau

1961-8

4/5/23

West Central Counselling and Community Research: correspondence;
agenda; executive director's report; leaflets; newsletter

1982-8

4/5/24

West Central Training Centre: correspondence; leaflet; typescript papers

1988

4/6

Security

and

National

Assistance

of

Board:

1967-8

Conference papers

4/6/1

Community psychiatry and symposium of mental health and migration:
correspondence; conference papers; summary; programme

1966

4/6/2

Gas Council medical officers, annual conference: notes for paper delivered
on the Hounslow project; programme; black and white group photograph;
programme

1967
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4/6/3

Human social functioning, first international conference, Banff, Alberta:
proceedings; keynote address `The Heimler scale of social
functioning—current thrusts' by Leon Charles Fulcher; discussion paper
`The human social functioning orientation in juvenile corrections: the
issues of control versus change' by Fulcher

1977

4/6/4

Human social functioning, second international conference, Buckingham:
proceedings

1992

4/6/5

Human social functioning, first British conference: proceedings; bound
volume of the papers signed by the associates; conference papers; Heimler
seminar papers

1982

4/6/6

Logotherapy, world congress: correspondence, some in German; itinerary
of tour; leaflets; booklet

1983

4/6/7

Standing conference of organisations of social workers: correspondence;
agendas; committee minutes; annual reports; suggested terms of reference;
suggested terms of reference

1963-6

4/6/8

Various conferences: correspondence; programmes; proceedings; papers;
keynote address by Leon Charles Fulcher to the first human social
functioning international conference

1977-87
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Courses and training: general correspondence

4/7/1

Correspondence with health authorities and hospitals relating to courses;
notes of meetings on a proposed community care course; course
programmes; typescript papers; National Assistance Board training course
notes

1958-65

4/7/2

Correspondence; notes of meeting with the Council for Training Social
Workers, 1964; copies of articles, in German, on the Heimler scale of
social functioning for use in training

1964-72

4/7/3

Correspondence with the United States of America and Canada; proposal
application form to run a workshop; booklet for a consultancy firm;
United States of America Treasury document on tax; leaflet; list of
potential lectures for a United States of America lecture tour

1964-80

4/7/4

Correspondence with local government authorities on research and
training courses

1965-7

4/7/5

Correspondence with hospitals concerning lectures and study sessions;
typescript of an article `The strategy of prevention' from the British
Hospital Journal and Social Service Review, 13 Sep 1968

1967-9

4/7/6

Correspondence, some in German, concerning training courses in
Germany

1969-80

4/7/7

Correspondence with Josephine A.Bates concerning courses

1970-9

4/7/8

Correspondence, some in German, concerning training courses in
Germany; copies of forms

1971-80

4/7/9

Correspondence; programmes; draft of a lecture; list of members at a
conference

1971-80

4/7/10

Correspondence; programme; list of students; list of participants at a
workshop in Ghent; notes of interview; syllabus

1973-80

4/7/11

Correspondence, some in German; outline of a book; photograph; news
sheet

1976-81

4/7/12

Correspondence, some in German, concerning seminars; photographs;
curriculum vitae; certificates

1977-80

4/7/13

Correspondence, some in German, concerning
application forms, in German; bank slips

courses;

1980-2

4/7/14

Correspondence, application paper, leaflet, programme and list of
delegates, introductory paper all for a one day conference on human social
functioning

1982-3

4/7/15

Correspondence; information papers; copies of certificates; application
forms

1982-93

4/7/16

Correspondence; invoices; write up of a course

1983-4

4/7/17

Correspondence relating to training courses and unemployment
workshops; notes for research meeting on the assessment of groups for
the unemployed; flyers

1983-5

4/7/18

Correspondence, application forms, notes lists, student essays all for a
basic orientation course

1983-6

4/7/19

Correspondence relating to human social functioning courses in Great
Britain; copies of certificates awarded to practitioners of human social
functioning

1984-7

training
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4/7/20

Correspondence

1984-8

4/7/21

Correspondence, papers relating to gifts and potential courses

1985

4/7/22

Correspondence and invitations to speak; flyer for symposium

1985-9

4/7/23

Correspondence with trainees in human social functioning seeking
supervision

1986-8

4/7/24

Correspondence, some in German, relating to teaching commitments of
Brigitte Heimler; notes; forms; leaflets; booklet; programmes; prospectus;
notes of staff meeting

1987-91

4/7/25

Correspondence; notes; extracts of an article

1988-90

4/7/26

Correspondence; British Council form; newsletter; booklet; colour group
photograph; leaflet for a conference centre

1988-93, n.d.

4/8

Courses and training: general papers

4/8/1

Publicity papers: programmes; copies of the Heimler scale of social
functioning; syllabuses; newsletters; flyers; copies of Nachrichten Dienst;
student papers; bibliographies; information sheets, including `British social
workers' evaluation of the use of Heimler's scale of social functioning in
day to day casework'; typescripts of `An approved school's experiment in
"social functioning"' and `The Heimler theory of social functioning'

1969-83

4/8/2

Applications to attend courses in London and Coventry; correspondence

1984

4/8/3

Registration forms; register
certificates; list of lecturers

press release;

1970-80

4/8/4

Lecture notes and notebooks on psychology and clinical psychiatry for a
mental health course

1952-67

4/8/5

Text of lectures: `Sigmund Freud', `Psychology and freedom' to the Youth
Association of Synagogues in Great Britain and the Kaufman Memorial
Lecture `Memories without hate'; offprints of `Holocaust', `My memories
are alive but my hate has gone'; copies of European Judaism, The
Synagogue Review, AJA Quarterly and Manas

1954-87

4/8/6

Lectures, including on psychiatric social treatment to Bedford College,
University of London, on social psychology and on Alfred Adler for the
Workers' Education Association (WEA); material given to J.E.Smith,
editor of the Wood Green Herald; sermon for Rosh Hasana; `Diagnosis
and culture'; correspondence, some in German; profiles of Heimler and
Lily Heimler; newspaper cuttings

1955-6

4/8/7

Lecture on psychiatry; student papers; bibliographies; syllabuses; second
draft of `Scare free drug education: an experiment in peer self-help groups'
by Robert M.Allen; working paper `An introduction to a concept of social
functioning in practice of social work' by Heimler; `The Hounslow project
and its difficulties' by Peter Szente; `The Heimler scale of social function:
two small samples examined' by William McWilliams; `The philosophy
of the scale'; `The parole and after-care experiment'; unused parole and
after care experiment progress report; draft certificate; `Social
functioning—a new look at social work'; `The application of the Heimler
scale of social functioning to students' by M.P.Bender; outline of a project
`Human social functioning in prison' by John B.Osborne; `Abstract from
a review of the research on Heimler's human social functioning approach'
by M.R.Rodway; `Social functioning—some observations on its
application and development'; `An approved school's experiment in
"social functioning"'; correspondence; questionnaires, copies of the
Heimler scale of social functioning and schedules for the scale;
information sheets; notes; `An experiment in the application of social

1955-77

of students;

syllabus;
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functioning concepts to delinquent adolescent boys' by Louise Dighton;
notes of British Association of Lecturers in Human Social Functioning
meetings; newspaper cuttings; `Psychiatric social work with National
Assistance Board cases'; report on the composition of the sample of the
Hounslow project and map; `Hounslow project: research centre for social
function'; Hounslow project progress report; `The Heimler scale of social
function: development, theory and application': a report by William
McWilliams; `Administration of the Heimler scale of social functioning:
procedures and guidelines' by David W.Maher; precis of a dissertation by
Josephine Anna Bates `Social functioning: contributions of three scales to
conceptualisation of psychosocial functioning'; `Philosophy and social
functioning' by Hugo Meynell; `Use of the scale of social functioning in
a welfare department' by P eter H.Taylor; `Report on a group formed to
study social functioning in which the scale was administered to members
in a group as part of the learning process' by Peter H.Taylor; Hugh
Macaulay Centre Education for Living newsletter; offprints of `Human
flourishing on the scope of moral inquiry' by Hugo Meynell, `The effect
of imbalance in life satisfactions and frustrations upon illness behavior in
college students' by Martin B.Marx, Thomas F.Garrity and Grant
W.Somes, `Social functioning in the practice of social work' by Heimler,
`Interneurotic and intraneurotic differences in levels of functions' by
K.Dabrowski and `On mental health' by W.A.Cramond: the Beattie Smith
Lectures at the University of Melbourne; New tool for youth work (Youth
Service Association Professional Paper 2)

4/8/8

`Local authority health services with special reference to mental health: a
lecture to University of London social services today course;
`Environmental aspects of mental illness'; `Diagnosis and culture';
`Individual emotional attitudes and cultural factors'; `Social neurosis and
social treatment'

1957, n.d.

4/8/9

Lecture notes and papers for a course on supervision run by Brigitte
Schulze; copy of a journal article, in German, on supervision;
questionnaire

1972-7, n.d.

4/8/10

Notebook of notes for a course; students assessments of what they have
learned from the pastoral care and counselling course

1991-3

4/8/11

Evaluations of the results of questionnaires of students attending courses

1975

4/9

Courses and training: alphabetical sequence of correspondence and papers

4/9/1

British Broadcasting Corporation: correspondence relating to a welfare
interviewing course; draft programmes; programmes

1969-72

4/9/2

Family Service Units: correspondence; programme; notes and list of
names for group discussion for a caseworkers' study weekend

1960-5

4/9/3

Health Visitors refresher course: correspondence; programme; outline of
address

1959

4/9/4

Leo Baeck College pastoral care and counselling skills course:
correspondence; notes; assessments and self assessment forms of students

1992

4/9/5

London Borough Training Committee: correspondence relating to a
community care course; list of speakers; timetables; constitution of the
committee

1964-7

4/9/6

London, University of: correspondence; prospectus; syllabuses; papers;
essays; lecture notes; notes of advisory committee; claim forms

1958-79

4/9/7

Ministry of Labour human relations course: correspondence; circulars;
syllabus; student essays

1966-7

4/9/8

National Assistance Board: correspondence; lists of students; outlines of

1957-64
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course; introductory paper; application forms; curriculum vitae; notes;
essays; table summarising visits over four weeks
4/9/9

Occupational Counselling and Unemployment Services Ltd course:
brochure; newspaper cuttings; notes on format of curriculum vitae; copies
of a curriculum vitae; notes on setting up a business; booklet

1990

4/9/10

Post Office: correspondence relating to an industrial relations branch
human social functioning seminar; lists of speakers; notes for an industrial
welfare officer course on interviewing techniques; notes on the welfare
officer's advisory role to management

1974-8

4/9/11

Psychiatric social workers trainee scheme: correspondence; notes;
programme

1954-63

4/9/12

Tavistock Centre: prospectus; paper `Predicting social breakdown:
validation of HSSF'

1980-2

4/9/13

Workers Education Association: lecture on social psychology

1956

4/10/1

Jewish Institute of Family Guidance: correspondence; background paper;
accounts

1965-7

4/10/2

Institute of Social Functioning: correspondence with the Central Council
for Health Education; conference proceedings and papers; flyer; unused
certificates

1965-72, n.d.

4/10/3

Institute of Social Functioning: correspondence, plans relating to the
conversion of Elmhurst into an institute; black and white photographs;
Halifax Building Society voucher; publicity booklet on human social
functioning

1972-4

4/10/4

Institute of Social Functioning: correspondence; constitutions; notes;
minutes of meetings; programmes; papers for a weekend seminar

1973-7

4/10/5

Institute of Social Functioning: correspondence with donors; donation
slips; notes of meetings

1973-80

4/10/6

Heimler Foundation: correspondence; drafts of papers for newsletter;
information booklet; copy of Social Work Today

1985-8

4/10/7

Heimler Foundation: circulars; newsletters; advertisements; information
papers; preliminary statement on the establishment of a college of
advanced education in redundancy management; unused certificates;
paper, in German; flyers for Heimler seminars

1972-84

4/10/8

Heimler Foundation: research library list; library accession book

n.d.

4/10/9

Various: correspondence; articles of association of the Jewish Institute of
Family Guidance; minutes of the council of the Je wish Institute of Family
Guidance and of the Institute of Social Functioning interim advisory and
management committee; notes of executive committee meetings; bank
statements of the Jewish Institute of Family Guidance; list of names and
addresses of centres and of people trained in Great Britain; draft accounts
of the Institute of Social Functioning; Centre for Human Social
Functioning, San Jose, certificates

1964-81, n.d.

4/10

4/11
4/11/1

Institutes

Research: Hounslow project
Correspondence, including a memorandum from Heimler to Dr
R.L.Lindon, Medical Officer of Health, Hounslow Department of Health;

1963-9
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manuscript of chapter 1 of `Human social functioning: an introduction to
theory and practice'; list of material; `The Hounslow project'; typescript of
`Society is mother to man'; typescript transcript from a tape `The
fragmenta vitae' by Hannah Parsons; leaflet; copies of a Press and
Information Office paper `American professor in Hounslow—studying
"The Hounslow project"'; notes; `Heimler's scale of organisational
functioning'; typescript notes for a presentation by Heimler on `Social
functioning'; typescript of lecture `Symbols'; information sheet on the
Heimler scale of social functioning; extract from W hich way for social
work; typescript extract from Saturday Review `UMF and the future'

4/11/2

Correspondence, mainly with Dr R.L.Lindon on the provision of mental
health review; `The Hounslow project (plan): introduction'; typescript of
`The Hounslow project and its implication for health education in general';
papers of a meeting of the London health education officers; typescript
reports on the Hounslow project; annual report from Hounslow health
services, 1968

1964-71

4/11/3

Correspondence with the Ministry of Health; report; memorandum; draft
minutes of a meeting concerning the extension of the project

1965-8

4/11/4

Correspondence with the London School of Economics

1965-9

4/11/5

Correspondence with Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd

1967-9

4/11/6

Correspondence, including with universities and hospitals concerning the
progress of the project

1968-9

4/11/7

Correspondence with Sir Donald Sargent

1968-9

4/11/8

W orking papers; progress reports; paper addressed to the Royal Society
of Health; `The Hounslow project'; `British social workers' evaluation of
the use of Heimler's scale of social functioning in day to day casework'

1966-9

4/11/9

Introductory paper on the Hounslow project; report `The Hounslow
project: community attitudes to the social services'; paper setting out a
sample for a pilot scheme; report on the composition of the sample;
negative index papers; list of books

1967-72

4/11/10

Correspondence; copies of data from a University of Washington study;
copy of `Recommendations for practice experience in administering and
interpreting the Heimler scale of social functioning by participants from
Oregon State Hospital' by Manzer John Griswold, 1970; notes for lecturers
and on training in human social functioning by P eter Taylor, 1971;
progress report; annual report; information sheets; lecture summaries;
draft and printed copies of the Heimler scale of social functioning

1967-72

4/11/11

Copies of `The Hounslow project'

1968

4/11/12

Scrapbook of newspaper cuttings relating to the Hounslow project and to
the Heimler scale of social functioning

1962-75

4/12

Research: general papers

4/12/1

Index cards listing studies, theses and other works on human social
functioning

1967-81

4/12/2

Bibliography of works on human social functioning; `Research in social
functioning in health and illness: an annotated bibliography' compiled by
Lynda L.Holmstrom and William T.Hall, Stanford University School of
Medicine; flyer for book; notes

1976

4/12/3

Abstract from a review of the research on Heimler's human social
functioning approach by Margaret R.Rodway; list of personal copies of

Jun 1973
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articles, etc. of Margaret Rodway
4/12/4

Acknowledgement and other pages from a thesis by Beatrice Sofaer

4/13

Research: theses and dissertations, project reports and publications

4/13/1

Theses and dissertations

n.d.

4/13/1/1

Helen Allison: `An evaluation of social work practice with the terminally
ill: a single-subject design': a project submitted to the Faculty of Graduate
Studies in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master
of Social Work, University of Calgary, Alberta

Sep 1980

4/13/1/2

Josephine Anna Bates: two copies of `Social functioning: contributions of
three scales of conceptualization of psychosocial functioning': a
dissertation presented to the Faculty of the School of Social Work in
partial fulfilment for the degree of Doctor of Social Work, University of
South California

Feb 1972

4/13/1/3

Sue Lynn Blackburn: `Social-emotional aspects of chronic hemodialysis':
a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree
of Master of Social Work, University of Houston

1973

4/13/1/4

Sharol Rae Cannon: `Social functioning patterns in families of offspring
receiving treatment for drug abuse': a research project presented to the
Graduate School of Social Service Administration in partial fulfilment of
requirements for the degree of Master of Social Work, Arizona State
University

May 1973

4/13/1/5

Michael T.Casey: two copies of `A descriptive study of six cases in human
social functioning': a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Social Work, University of
Washington

1972

4/13/1/6

Susan Elizabeth Fluck Castle: `"John's journey from hyperactivity to
normality": the use of the Heimler scale of social functioning with an
adolescent and his parents, and its creative use in assessment, intervention
and validation': a research paper submitted in partial fulfilment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Social Work, University of
Washington

1976

4/13/1/7

Jean Ellen Daniels: `Family functioning of children with Down syndrome':
a dissertation submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Social Welfare, University of California

1976

4/13/1/8

Leon Charles Fulcher: two volumes of `Who cares for the care givers? A
comparative study of residential and day care teams working with
children': a thesis submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy,
University of Stirling

Sep 1983

4/13/1/9

Mia S.Gladstone: `Mutual benefits of mentor-mentoree relationships for
learning in a Canadian college': dissertation proposal submitted in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy,
Walden University

1985

4/13/1/10

Maureen Eva Harrison: `The Heimler scale of social functioning in suicide
prediction': a thesis submitted to the Faculty of Graduate Studies in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts, University
of Calgary, Alberta

Feb 1980

4/13/1/11

Romulo Jacob Lagasca and Linda J.Eagan: `Exploration into the use of
the Heimler scale of social functioning with AFDC recipients': a group
project submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree
of Master of Social Work, University of Washington

1972
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4/13/1/12

Gerald G.McKinney: `A descriptive study of the present training and
subsequent application of human social functioning with suggestions for
future program development': a project submitted to the Faculty of Social
Welfare in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master
of Social Work, University of Calgary, Alberta

Apr 1979

4/13/1/13

C.G.N.Mascie-Taylor: two copies of `An examination of the Heimler scale
of social functioning': a dissertation for a degree in human biology,
Department of Biological Sciences, University of Surrey

May 1971

4/13/1/14

Mary Irene Orgnero: `Aids and psychosocial care: a single-system
analysis': a thesis submitted to the Faculty of Graduate Studies in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Social Work,
Faculty of Social Welfare, University of Calgary

Sep 1988

4/13/1/15

Steve Regis: `A dissertation on human energy and social work': submitted
to the West London Institute of Higher Education

Jan 1981

4/13/1/16

Margaret R.Rodway: two copies of a proposal for the Ph.D. Proposal
Committee; copy of the first forty seven pages of the thesis; two copies of
`A comparative study of the Heimler social functioning and eclectic
therapeutic approaches': a thesis submitted to the Faculty of Graduate
Studies in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy, Department of Educational Psychology, University of
Calgary, Alberta

May 1972

4/13/1/17

Marjorie Eller Ross: `The Heimler scale of social functioning as a measure
of pre- and post-hospitalization adjustment of alcoholics': a dissertation
submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy, University of Washington

1973

4/13/1/18

Wesley J.Shera: `Evaluation of a program for men in transition': a thesis
submitted to the Faculty of Graduate Studies in partial fulfilment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Arts (Social Work), Faculty of
Social Welfare, University of Calgary, Alberta

Jul 1975

4/13/1/19

Jörg Sommer: `Energie durch Frustration ? Entwicklung, Darstellung und
Kritik des Human Social Functioning nach Eugene Heimler': thesis
submitted for the degree of Master of Arts, University of Berlin

1990

4/13/1/20

Heidemarie Sprick: `Persönlichkeitsmerkmale und Berufswahl: ein
interkultureller Vergleich der helfenden und nichthelfenden Berufe': a
dissertation for the degree of Doctor, University of Vienna

1981

4/13/1/21

Judith Ann Stableford: `Yoga and clinical social work practice': a project
submitted to the Faculty of Social Work in partial fulfilment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Social Work, Faculty of Social
Welfare, University of Calgary, Alberta

Nov 1978

4/13/1/22

Gek Lee Stevens: `The effects of cultural readjustment on the social
functioning of adolescent immigrants: 23 Chinese male students in
Seattle': a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Social Work, University of Washington

1975

4/13/1/23

John Brooks Thomas: two copies of `A descriptive study investigating
diagnostic and predictive use of the Heimler scale of social functioning':
a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree
of Master of Arts (Education) in the Department of Behavioural Science,
Simon Fraser University

1974

4/13/1/24

Michel Adriaan Van Zyl: `The validation of the Heimler scale of social
functioning (HSSF) for client groups in South Africa': a thesis submitted
in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in the Department of Social Work, University of Natal, Durban

1986

4/13/1/25

Charlotte M.W elch: proposal for a thesis `Effects of services on social
functioning: a study of the social functioning of AFDC mothers who

Jul 1969
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received services by the Santa Clara County Welfare Department, San
Jose, California' to the School of Social Work, Presno State College
4/13/2

Research and project reports

4/13/2/1

General research reports and submissions, including a report on a study
of validate the Heimler scale of social functioning, 1973; the Maple Lane
School Birch Cottage action plan, Sep 1974; a proposal for a `Study of
maintenance of weight loss in an ambulatory care centre group program',
n.d.; Canadian Centre for Studies in Social Functioning `Demonstration
project in the utilization of the school functioning approach, including the
Heimler scale of social functioning at a Canada Manpower Centre', n.d.;
`Research applications of the concept of human social functioning in a
health care setting', n.d.; reports of Kent Probation and After-Care Service
projects, 1978-9; correspondence; `Winning and losing: what price success
?': an analysis of questionnaires; `Preliminary report of a visit to the United
States and Canada between March - June 1963' by Margot Jeffreys to
assess research activities in these countries; letter and copies of `A method
of detecting aura phenomena' and a synopsis for `The electric field
induction effect and its application' by Dr Hideo Uchida; `Instructional
booklet for desensitization' for the Experimental Desensitization Project,
University of Oregon

c.1971-80, n.d.

4/13/2/2

Marcia Anderson: abstract of `A psychosocial screening tool for
ambulatory health care clients' and a paper `Personalized nursing— a
model for mental health nursing practice'

n.d.

4/13/2/3

Ruth M.Barnard: two copies of a research proposal; Appendix A of a
`Pilot test of selected health indices in a primary care setting' by Barnard,
Lois W.Gage and Samuel Schultz II

n.d.

4/13/2/4

M.P.Bender and R.A.Cooper: abstract of results of an initial project

n.d.

4/13/2/5

George M.Burnell, Colin R.Wright, R.L.Harrison, Philip D.Ostlund:
research grant application for a project `Applicability of the Heimler scale
of social functioning as an instrument for measuring levels of psychosocial stress'

1974

4/13/2/6

Rachel Buxey: `A descriptive analysis of male offenders scores on the
Heimler scale of social functioning'

n.d. [post 1986]

4/13/2/7

Susan Elizabeth Fluck Castle: `The use of the Heimler scale of social
functioning with a Native American client'

1976

4/13/2/8

Mrs A.E.Ceccato: `Report on the use of the Heimler scale of social
functioning in the BEST program—January 1970 - January 1971'

Jul 1971

4/13/2/9

Jean Coleman: two copies of `An evaluation of the validation status of
HSSF'

Oct 1984

4/13/2/10

T.A.Comerford: `The use of human social function in the treatment of
alcohol'

n.d.

4/13/2/11

Lilian Dick: `The use of tape recorded feedback in therapy'

n.d.

4/13/2/12

Adolfo Pablo Dörr: `"Human social functioning"—ein integratives
Konzept der Sozialarbeit'

Apr 1975

4/13/2/13

Leon Charles Fulcher: two copies of a paper `Staff team functioning and
the agency task' to the Sixtieth Annual Conference of the National
Association of Chief Education Welfare Officers, Jun 1977; `The human
social functioning orientation in juvenile corrections: the issues of control
versus change' to the first international conference on human social
functioning, Apr 1977; `Team functioning: personnel patterns within social
service agencies which provide group care provision for young people': a

1977-80s
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second year progress report to the Department of Sociology, University
of Stirling, 1978/9; Joint Open University/Caledonian scheme project
`Standard option learning: children and adolescents: draft one response to
aim nine', n.d.

4/13/2/14

Manzer John Griswold: `Preliminary analysis of Heimler scales of
husband-wife pairs in a sequential block of 107 divorcing families
interviewed in King County family court conciliation service during 1968 1969', Dec 1969, `Human social functioning and the Heimler scale of social
functioning: semantic therapy with a couple of twists', Oct 1976; `Towards
validation of the Heimler scale of social functioning: 1. a comparison of
Anglo and Chicano AFDC clients in a metropolitan county public
assistance program in California', 1974; Griswold and Edwin B.Kelley
`Towards validation of the Heimler scale of social functioning: comparison
of employed, married ("high social stability") and unemployed, divorced
("low social stability") Caucasian male residents in an alcoholism recovery
program', n.d. post 1975; `Working paper on human social functioning',
1977; paper `Reliability and validity of the Heimler scale of social
functioning: evidence from research conducted at the University of
Washington' to the first international conference of human social
functioning, Banff, Apr 1977; examples of scale interpretations of
husband's and wife's scales of a couple in reconciliation counselling in
King County family court conciliation service

1969-77

4/13/2/15

Joan Lindall Holcomb and Robert Wesley Macdonald: `Social functioning
of artificial kidney patients'

n.d.

4/13/2/16

Gerda Wendisch-Kraus: `Die Heimler Methode: eigene Erfahrungen und
Erfahrungen in der Vermittlung der Heimler Methode'

Mar 1993

4/13/2/17

MH 24109 project: two copies of the three year report, Mar 1977; `A
summary of project MH 24109 - systems approach to mental health care
in a HMO model'

1977, n.d.

4/13/2/18

William McWilliams: two copies of `P re-sentence study of offenders: an
interim report', Feb 1968; `Measuring social functioning in general
practice', n.d.; `The Heimler scale of social function: development, theory
and application', Nov 1966

1966-8, n.d. [post
1969]

4/13/2/19

John Maddison, area medical officer, Middlesex County Council: `How
to keep the old folks young'

Apr 1963

4/13/2/20

Henry W.Maier: three copies of `After Seebohm what ?—(an American
social worker reflects upon the practice implications of the Seebohm
report)', n.d.; `Piagetian principles applied to the beginning phase in
professional helping', 1977

1977, n.d. [post
1969]

4/13/2/21

Harriet Pelly and Mena Thomson: `Report on the National Labour Market
innovation program human social functioning project, August 1986 August 1987', Montreal

c.1987

4/13/2/22

Rüdiger H.Pipial: `Systemisch-evolutionäre Sozialarbeit'; `Die Bedeutung
der Gruppe für die HSF-Ausbildung: Selbsterfahrungs u nd
Erfahrungsbericht aus der HSF-Weiterbildung', 1993

1993, n.d.

4/13/2/23

Thomas L.Roach: copies of `Information which can be gleaned from the
top box of the HSSF factsheet'; letter, 1969

1969, n.d.

4/13/2/24

Peter Schulz: `Die Heimler Skala als Mittel der Wirksamkeitskontrolle in
der sozialen Arbeit'

Jun 1973

4/13/2/25

Roberta C.Schumann, Lois M.Ayres and Sally Hopkins: `Final report
evaluation and inventory project', Department of Social and Health
Services, Olympia, Washington

Oct 1972

4/13/2/26

Reg Smith: two copies of `An analytic comparison of Heimler with current
therapeutic approaches'

Mar 1979
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4/13/2/27

Esther C.Spencer: `Some dynamics of the consultation method'

1966

4/13/2/28

Harriet Stark: `Preliminary report group 3'

Apr 1987

4/13/2/29

Peter H.Taylor: `Introduction to human social functioning', Dec 1970;
`Five case studies', Jan 1971; `Use of the scale of social functioning in a
welfare department', n.d.; `Report on a group formed to study social
functioning in which the scale was administered to members in the group
as part of the learning process', n.d.

1970-1, n.d.

4/13/2/30

Mena Thomson: `Human social functioning or helping youth to help
themselves', 1983; pilot for a project, 1986

Aug 1983, 1986

4/13/2/31

Susanne Devich Whalen: `The use of the Heimler scale in a group home
for adolescent women'; `Descriptive profile of the average child on
probation, from the mean scores of 40 Heimler scales'

Apr 1973, n.d.

4/13/2/32

Colin R.Wright, George M.Burnell and Peter H.Taylor: `The measuring of
individual psychosocial functioning: a new rating scale'

n.d. [post 1972]

4/13/2/33

Colin R.Wright: `Seeking a new medical horizon: toward a practical
approach for reunifying the dichotomized patent'

Jan 1977

4/13/3

Publications and typescripts

4/13/3/1

Typescripts of: `The general practitioner and mental health' by Dr John
Horder to the Expert Committee of the World Health Organisation, 1963;
`Models of explanation in kabbalah and psychoanalysis' by Eduardo
P itchon, 1986; `Ein analysierender Vergleich von Heimlers Human Social
Functioning mit anderen therapeutischen Methoden' by Reg Smith, 1975;
`Human social functioning as an approach to therapy in social work' by
Hamidol Mena Syne, 1980; `Slimming diet and carbohydrate unit chart';
`The synthesis'; `Talk given by psychiatrist in charge of mental health
service in Amsterdam', 1954; `NAMH/APSW working party for evidence
to the Ingleby Committee'

c.1954-86

4/13/3/2

Off prints of articles, some in German, arranged alphabetically by author,
relating to social work and issues of health care, social functioning,
psychology, mental illness, disability, counselling, medical issues,
housing, slow learners, employment; copy of Pulse

c.1953-84

4/13/3/3

Copies of journals: British Journal of Preventive and Social Medicine,
1963; The British Journal of Psychiatry, 1983-4; British Medical
Journal, 1958; Clinical Social Work Journal, 1977; Health and Social
Work, 1991; Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry and Allied
Disciplines, 1960; Journal of the Fort Logan Medical Health Center,
1968; The Lancet, 1957-8; The Medical Officer, 1957; Psychology Today,
1975; Praxis der Kinderpsychologie und Kinderpsychiatrie, 1958-9;
Region IX Rehabilitation Research Institute newsletter, 1967; Region IX
Rehabilitation Research Institute report, 1970; Social Work Research
and Abstracts, 1984

1957-91

4/13/3/4

Pamphlets and publications, some in German, relating to social work and
issues of health care, psychology, social functioning, employment and
including Social functioning patterns in families of off spring receiving
treatment for drug abuse by Sharol Rae Cannon (1976), the Department
of Health and Social Security booklet on the future of the National Health
Service (1970), reports of the National Assistance Board,, 1959, 1964;
programme and addresses of the fourth biennial conference of Jewish
social workers, 1957

c.1951-90
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Heimler scale of social functioning: general papers

4/14/1

Draft copies of the Heimler scale; graphs; draft questionnaires

c.1960s-70s

4/14/2

Copies of revision 2 of the Heimler scale, some in German; revision 4 of
scale; booklet; printing block and stamp

1984, n.d.

4/15

Heimler scale of social functioning: copyright

4/15/1

Copyright agreements; cards with names and addresses (Pa-Z)

1969-76

4/15/2

Copyright agreements

1971-5

4/15/3

Copyright agreements with individuals in the United States of America;
correspondence; cards with names and addresses (A-K)

1971-7

4/15/4

Copyright agreements (La-Se) with individuals in the United States of
America

1971-7

4/15/5

Copyright agreements, some in German; cards with names and addresses

1971-8

4/15/6

Copyright agreements

1971-81

4/15/7

Copyright agreements

1973-80

4/15/8

Copyright agreements with individuals in Bermuda

1974, 1977

4/15/9

Copyright agreements (A-Z) with individuals in Canada

1975-82

4/15/10

Copyright agreements, some in German; certificates

1977-82

4/15/11

Copyright agreements

1978-81

4/15/12

Copyright agreements with individuals in the United States of America
and Canada

1978-82

4/15/13

Correspondence, sample questionnaire, heads of agreement, tables,
solicitors letters concerning copyright and royalties from the Healthcheck
survey by ChemoFeedBack

1987-90

4/15/14

Copyright agreements; register; certificate

n.d.
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After-care
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Research on, 4/1/18
Services, 3/5/5, 4/13/2/1
Ainley, A., 4/2/6
AJA Quarterly, 4/8/5
Alberta Report, 4/1/21
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Amsterdam
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Art
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Articles, lectures and writings (cont.)
`Holocaust', 4/8/5
`Hounslow project, The', 4/11/1, 4/11/8, 4/11/11
`Hounslow project and its implication for health education in general, The', 4/11/1
`Hounslow project (plan): an introduction, The', 4/11/1
`Hounslow project: research centre for social function, The', 4/8/7
`How to be a five finger thinker', 3/5/5
`Human meaning of work and the impact of redundancy, The' 3/5/4, 4/1/21
`Human social functioning: an introduction to theory and practice', 4/11/1
`Individual and the group: the anti-social person and the therapeutic community', 4/1/1
`Individual emotional attitudes and cultural factors', 3/5/4, 4/8/8
`Introduction to the concept of social functioning in the practice of social work, An', 4/1/9, 4/8/7
`Local authority health services with special reference to mental health', 3/5/4, 4/8/8
`Looking behind cold facts', 3/5/3, 3/6/10, 4/1/4
`Love without title', 3/6/11
`Man who found himself, The', 3/5/4
`Memories without hate': Kaufman Memorial Lecture, 4/8/5
`Mental health in general practice: an experimental joint approach—the problem from the practitioner's
point of view', 3/5/1
`Mental health services, The', 3/5/4
`Mentally ill in the community, The', 3/5/4
`My memories are alive but my hate has gone', 4/8/5
`New roads in psychiatric community care', 3/5/2
`Odd men in', 3/5/5
`On sacrifice', 3/5/5
`Patient in the community, The', 3/5/4
`Persecutor and victim', 3/7/2
`Persuaders, The', 4/1/1
`Philosophy of the scale, The', 4/8/7
`Possibilities of treatment out of psychiatric hospital', 3/5/4, 4/1/21
`Problems of maturity, The', 3/4/9
`Psychiatric social work with National Assistance Board cases', 3/5/2, 4/8/7
`Psychology and common sense', 3/5/4
`Psychology and freedom', 4/8/5
`Road to the inferno, The', 3/4/9
`Sigmund Freud', 4/8/5
`Significance of work, The': First Louis Dighton Memorial Lecture, 3/5/3
`Social functioning', 4/11/1
`Social functioning in the practice of social work', 3/5/3, 4/1/9, 4/8/7
`Social functioning—some observations on its application and development', 4/8/7
`Social neurosis and social treatment', 4/8/8
`Society is mother to man', 4/11/1
`Survivor's letter to a young German, A', 3/6/18
`Symbols', 4/11/1
`Theory and practice of psychiatric social work for the mental health of the family', 3/5/2
`What is psychiatric work ?', 3/5/3, 4/1/9
See also plays, poetry, publications, short stories
Ascent: journal of the Yasodhara Ashram Society, 3/7/2
Association of Pastoral Care and Counselling, 3/7/3
Association of Psychiatric Social Workers, 4/5/2
Australia, 4/3/1, 4/3/15
Author, The, 3/1/13, 3/7/1, 4/1/23
Ayres, Lois, M., Hopkins, Sally, & Schumann, Roberta C.,
`Final report evaluation and inventory project', Department of Social and Health Services, Olympia,
Washington, 4/13/2/25
Barnard, Ruth M., Gage, Lois W., and Schultz, Samuel
`Pilot test of selected health indices in a primary care setting', 4/1/23, 4/13/2/3
Barnes, Graham, Garrity, Thomas F., Somes, Grant W., and Marx, Martin B.
`Health script: its relationship to illness in a college population, The', 4/1/23
Bates, Josephine Anna, 4/7/7, 4/8/7
Doctor of Social Work thesis: `Social functioning: contributions of three scales of conceptualization
of psychosocial functioning', 4/13/1/2
Baxter, David
`Nobody waitin'', 3/7/1
Beattie Smith Lectures, 4/8/7
Bedford College, University of London, 4/8/6
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Belgium, 4/3/2
Workshops in, 4/3/2
Bell, David, 4/2/1
Beltram, G., National Assistance Board, 4/2/2
Bender, M.P., 4/13/2/4
`Application of the Heimler scale of social functioning to students, The', 4/8/7
Bennett, Dr, 4/2/3
Berlin, University of, 4/13/1/19
Bermuda, 4/3/3, 4/3/9
Department of Social Services, 4/3/3
Bible
Job, Book of, 3/6/2
Birmingham, University of, 4/4/1
Education survey 4/4/1
Birmingham Rathbone community support group, 4/2/10
Blackburn, Sue Lynn
Master of Social Work thesis: `Social-emotional aspects of chronic hemodialysis', 4/13/1/3
Blackfriars settlement occupational work centre, 4/1/1
Brady House, 4/5/13
Brand, W., Welfare Division, Nevada, 4/2/4
Bristol, University of, 4/2/6
British Acupuncture Association, 4/5/3
British Association of Lecturers in Human Social Functioning, 4/5/4, 4/8/7
British Association of Social Functioning, 4/1/30, 4/5/4
British Association of Social Workers (BASW), 3/7/3, 4/5/5
British Broadcasting Corporation, 4/5/6, 4/9/1
British Hospital Journal and Social Service Review, 4/7/5
British Journal of Preventive and Social Medicine, 4/13/3/3
British Journal of Psychiatry, 4/13/3/3
British Medical Journal, 4/13/3/3
British Red Cross Society, 4/5/7
British Society of Health Education (BSIHE), 4/1/13
Bromley College, 4/2/1
Burnell, George M., Kaiser Permante Medical Centres, 4/2/5
Burnell, George M., and Norfleet, Mary Ann
`Heimler scale of social functioning (HSSF): a comparison of psychiatric patients and patients taking an
annual physical examination, The', 4/1/23
Burnell, George M., Wright, Colin R., Harrison, R.L., and Ostlund, Philip D.
`Applicability of the Heimler scale of social functioning as an instrument for measuring levels of
psycho-social stress', 4/13/2/5
Burnell, George M., Wright, Colin R., and Taylor, Peter H.
`Heimler scale of social functioning (HSSF): comparisons in psychiatric patients and patients taking
multiphasic health examination', 4/1/23
`Measuring of individual psychosocial functioning: a new rating scale, The', 4/13/2/32
Burns, Richard
Black light, 3/7/1
Tree, 3/7/1
Burrows, J.H., University of London, 4/2/2
Buxey, Rachel
`Descriptive analysis of male offenders scores on the Heimler scale of social functioning, A', 4/13/2/6
Byrne, Maureen
Remember you are a gift, 3/7/1
Calgary 4/3/6
Calgary, Alberta, University of, 4/1/17, 4/4/2, 4/13/1/1, 4/13/1/10, 4/13/1/12, 4/13/1/14, 4/13/1/16, 4/13/1/18, 4/13/1/21
California, 4/3/18
California, University of, 4/13/1/7
Camberwell Reception Centre, 4/5/13
Canada, 4/3/4-5, 4/7/3, 4/13/2/1
Canadian Centre for Studies in Social Functioning, 4/1/19
`Demonstration project in the utilization of the school functioning approach, including the Heimler scale
of social functioning at a Canadian Manpower Centre', 4/13/2/1
Canadian clearing house committee papers, 4/4/2
Cannon, Sharol Rae
Master of Social Work thesis: `Social functioning patterns in families of offspring receiving treatment
for drug abuse', 4/13/1/4
Social functioning patterns in families of off spring receiving treatment for drug abuse, 4/13/3/4
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Carstairs, Professor G.M.
`Research in social psychiatry', 4/1/1
Casey, Michael T.
Master of Social Work thesis: `Descriptive study of six cases in human social functioning, A',
4/13/1/5
Casson, F.R.C.
`Preventing suicide', 4/1/1
Castle, Susan Elizabeth Fluck
Master of Social Work thesis: `"John's journey from hyperactivity to normality": the use of the
Heimler scale of social functioning with an adolescent and his parents and its creative use in
assessment, intervention and validation', 4/13/1/6
`Use of the Heimler scale of social functioning with a Native American client, The', 4/13/2/7
Ceccato, Mrs A.E.
`Report on the use of the Heimler scale of social functioning in the BEST program—January 1970 January 1971', 4/13/2/8
Center for Human Social Functioning, San Jose, 4/10/9
Central Council for Health Education, 4/10/2
Centre for studies in social functioning (USA), 4/1/18
Charitable organisations, 2/1/1
Charity
Organisations, 2/1/1
Church organisations, 4/1/14
Clinical Social Work Journal, 4/13/3/3
Cliptone, Anna
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